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Liquid propellant missiles are commonly applied to launch satellites that must
be located in upper orbits. These systems normally use hydrogen and oxygen
propellants that are non-hypergolic mixtures. In this study, the test results of a
designed hydrogen/oxygen engine were evaluated, and a designed spark igniter was
successfully used to start the engine. Seven hot tests were carried out to determine
the performance of the engine. The effect of oxygen to fuel ratio (O/F ratio) at
a constant combustion chamber pressure (800 kPa) showed that the maximum
value of the specific impulse (Isp) and characteristic velocity (C*) occurs at an O/F
ratio of about 2.8. Experimental tests at the constant O/F ratio of 2.8 showed that
performance parameters, such as Isp and C*, were enhanced when the chamber
pressure was increased. However, the trend was sluggish at pressures higher than
800 kPa.
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1. Introduction
Rocket propulsion has an important role in space
travel and launching satellites/payloads into the orbits around the earth. A chemical rocket consists of
an injector, a combustion chamber, and a nozzle. The
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high-pressure combustion gases expand and reach a
high velocity through the converging-diverging nozzle. At the throat of the nozzle the gases’ velocity
reaches the local speed of sound, and their velocity
becomes supersonic at the nozzle outlet1,2.
Several fields should be considered to design and test
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a rocket engine, such as electrical engineering, thermal concepts, structural dynamics, and fluid dynamics. Additionally, a good consistency between analytical and physical interfaces is needed to develop an
acceptable propulsion system3. A liquid rocket engine
is a sophisticated system with lots of parts, including
fuel/oxidizer injection elements, a combustion chamber, pipelines, valves, etc., which must intercommunicate with each other4.
The type of propellant employed in the rocket engine is also important. Green propellants that produce
lower poisonous and cancerous gases in the nozzle
exhaust are known as environmentally friendly propellants, and they have received a lot of attention in
the last decades5. These hydrogen/oxygen systems
are fascinating subjects in the rocket industry because
of specific characterizations like a simple combustion system with elementary reactions, high chemical
energy capacity, non-toxicity of the produced gases,
availability, and high specific impulse6-9. Due to its
high enthalpy of combustion (40 kWh/kg) compared
to hydrocarbon fuels (about 12 kWh/kg), hydrogen is
an economical, environmentally friendly fuel with desirable performance10-12.
As mentioned, the rocket engine consists of several
parts. One of the main parts is the feed system, which
is required to inject the propellants into the thrust
chamber with a specific pressure and flow rate. A pressure-fed system is not as complicated as others. This
system is suitable for low quantities of propellants
with low pressure and consists of pressurized tanks, a
regulator, valves, feed lines, flow controllers, pressure
transmitters, and a thrust chamber. Despite the high
weight of the pressurized tanks, a pressure-fed system
has diverse advantages like low cost and simplicity
due to its few constituent parts13,14.
It can be claimed that the thrust chamber is the most
important part of the engine. The propellants are injected and atomized through an igniter in the thrust
chamber, where they are mixed, burned, and attain a
temperature above 3500 K. Ultimately, the produced
combustion gases expand to supersonic velocities in
the nozzle15,16. The thrust achieved by ejection of the
expanded gases resulting from the burned propellants
is generated based on Newton’s third law of motion1.
An important part of the thrust chamber is the igniter. Hydrogen/oxygen is a non-hypergolic propellant.
This means that a reliable ignition system is needed
to ignite the gases in the combustion chamber. Therefore, studies on ignition systems have been of con-

stant interest17,18. An electrical spark igniter with lower required power and least mass and volume would
be more desirable19-22. Also, high energy sparks with a
short duration are required for assured ignition of flammable propellants22. Propellants must pass through the
injector to enter the combustion chamber. The most
common injector employed in the hydrogen/oxygen
system is the coaxial type. The main engines of the
space shuttles and the RL-10 engines of Atlas Centaur
use coaxial straight-flow injectors23-28.
Many parameters, such as fabrication process and assembly quality, production cost, firing test, and performance validation, should be considered in the manufacture of the rocket engine. The test of subsystems,
such as the igniter, thrust chambers, and combustion
chamber, is an important elemental step to develop
and prepare the whole rocket engine system29-31. Consequently, the performance accuracy of different parts
of the engine should be examined before the hot test.
All equipment, such as pressure transmitters, temperature transmitters, flow controllers, solenoid valves,
and also some parts of the thrust chamber, like the igniter, injector, and load cell, must be checked before
testing the entire system. All feed lines and engine
parts should be purged with inert gases like nitrogen
to ensure the lack of leakage and contamination. The
targets of the engine hot-fire test are: 1- confirmation
of the true assembly and fabrication of the engine, 2identification of any defective parts, 3- calibration of
the engine control variables, and 4- confirmation of
the engine performance (thrust and specific impulse).
After the tests, the resulting data should be analyzed
and compared with the predictive model32-35. Owing
to common defects in the mixing, combustion, and
expansion of the propellants, operational results are
often different from the calculated theoretical results36.
The hydrogen/oxygen rocket engine has been investigated in previous research. Twardy37 studied gaseous
hydrogen/oxygen propellants in a variable-thrust rocket engine at a constant combustion chamber pressure of
200 kPa and maximum nominal thrust of 8000 N. The
effects of variation of the mixture ratio and throttling
on combustion chamber efficiency were also studied,
and the use of a modified expansion-deflection-nozzle
was offered for better performance. Sternfeld et al.38
studied the LOX/GH2 high-pressure rocket engine at a
combustion chamber pressure of 30 MPa and propellant mass flow rate of 9.5 kg/s. To assess the flow and
combustion specifications, a complex laser-based diagnostic was employed in this study for non-intrusive
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measurement. Kirner, Thielemann, and Wolf39 studied
the application of cryogenic propellants LOX/LH2 at a
chamber pressure of 104 kPa in a Vulcain engine and
achieved a vacuum specific impulse of 439 s. Chiaverini et al.40 reported the variations of specific impulse
and thermal behavior of the thrust chamber influenced
by the geometry of the combustion chamber, injector,
and nozzle of the gaseous oxygen/hydrogen rocket.
They found that if the ratio of length to diameter of
the combustion chamber was more than 2, the specific
impulse would be decreased. Also, narrower combustion chambers and larger fuel jets cause lower heating
rates. Yanagawa et al.41 confirmed the development of
a LE-5 engine fed by LOX/LH2. A successful engine
start was achieved at the combustion chamber pressure of 3600 kPa, a mixture ratio of 5.5, and a vacuum
specific impulse of 448 s. Haberbusch et al.42 showed
the effect of densified LOX/LH2 on the rocket performance. The investigation of an RL10 engine revealed
that colder inlet propellants enhance the thrust up to
12%, decrease the turbine/pump speeds, and reduce
the pressure drop. So, the use of the densified propellants influences the payload capability and mission
efficiency. Elam43 examined the calorimeter chamber
and swirl coaxial injector of aLOX/GH2 subscale
rocket. It was concluded that the effects of chamber
pressure variation from 1.02×104 to 1.16×104 kPa and
the mixture ratio changing from 5.24 to 6.90 on the
axial heating rate and wall temperature were reasonable. In addition, the use of a swirl coaxial injector
resulted in satisfactory performance. Kayama et al.44
studied the cryogenic LOX/LH2 propulsion unit with
both a pressure-fed system and a pump-fed system.
They reported that the pump-fed system resulted in
higher Isp; but, when higher reliability with a shorter
development payload time is needed, the pressure-fed
system is a better choice. Also, the pressure-fed system required lower costs and had lower operational
risk.
In this study, a lab-scale gaseous hydrogen/oxygen
rocket engine was investigated. Some parts of the
studies on the rocket motor engines are related to
the gaseous hydrogen/oxygen propellant. This mode
is not widely used in flying rocket motors. However,
due to the simplicity of the gaseous state compared
to the sophisticated phenomena (like atomization and
evaporation) that exist in the liquid state of hydrogen/
oxygen propellants, it could be used as a preliminary
step to validate the CFD simulations data45-49. In this
study, the influence of variation of chamber pressure

and mixture ratio on the rocket engine performance
was investigated. Combustion chamber performance
is demonstrated by the characteristic velocity defined
as the effective energy level of the propellants, the design quality of the injector and combustion chamber,
and also the specific impulse, which is the basic measure of a rocket engine performance14,50,51. Afterward,
the experimental results are compared with the theoretical results obtained from the ideal rocket relations.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1. Motor Configuration
The hydrogen/oxygen thrust chamber consists of several sections, including a coaxial injector assembly, an
electrical spark igniter, a convergent-divergent nozzle,
and a water-cooled jacket. The thrust chamber developed in the present study was made of stainlesssteel
310. Details concerning the thrust chamber dimensions are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Thrust chamber specifications.
Parameter

Size

Throat diameter (Dt)

12 mm

Expansion ratio (εe)

6

Nozzle exhaust diameter (De)

25.3 mm

Combustion chamber diameter (Dc)

29.5 mm

Combustion chamber length (Lc)

96.2 mm

Nozzle convergence length (Lcon.)

18.3 mm

Nozzle divergence length (Ldiv.)

25 mm

Nozzle convergence angle

28º

Nozzle divergence angle

15º

The used coaxial injector has a GO2 post inner diameter of 6 mm and is not recessed. The injector’s GH2
annulus has an inner diameter of 10 mm. The combustion chamber and nozzle are cooled using a cold water
jacket. A CBT310 pump with a nominal power of 2.2
kW from Pentax Italian Company was used for circulating water around the thrust chamber. Also, PT100
temperature thermometers were employed to measure
the input and output water temperatures. The flow rate
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of the cooling water was fixed at 635 g/s. The sizes of
all pipes and fittings in this system were 1.25 inches.
A pressure transmitter with a nominal measurement
range of 0-5000 kPa from ALTHEN Company was
used to measure the pressure of the combustion chamber in firing tests. A schematic of this lab-scale engine
with details concerning the thrust chamber dimensions

is shown in Fig. 1 (A). The stand used in the tests was
equipped with a rocket motor supporting thrust frame,
which was made moveable by a low friction linear
slide for measurement of the thrust (Fig. 1 (B)). The
value of the thrust was measured by a load cell with
a nominal force of 2000 N from the HBM Company.

Fig. 1 (A) Gaseous H2/O2 rocket engine. a: Igniter, b: Coaxial injector, c: Thrust chamber, 1: Combustion chamber diameter, 2:
Throat diameter, 3: Nozzle exhaust diameter, 4: Combustion chamber length, 5: Nozzle convergence length, 6: Nozzle divergence
length, 7: Entire length of the thrust chamber, 8: Oxidizer inlet of injector, 9: Fuel inlet of injector, and 10: Igniter combustion
chamber. (B) The test stand used for firing tests of GH2/GO2. 1: Lab-scale engine, 2: Solenoid valve of hydrogen, and 3: Igniter.

2.2. Ignition System
The gaseous hydrogen/oxygen mixture employed as
the propellant for the propulsion system was non-hypergolic. Thus, an ignition system was required to
provide the initial heat and energy to start the engine. A proper ignition system must be reliable, and
in practice, repeatable responses should be achieved
in sequential tests. An electric ignition system with
hydrogen as fuel and oxygen as an oxidizer was used
for firing tests. The combustion chamber of an electric-flame igniter was designed and manufactured with
a throat diameter of 4.5 mm, an expansion ratio of 6,
and a length of 11.8 mm. The spark system used to
create the flame produces 50 sparks per second with a
power of 0.4 J. The operating time of the spark system

was 3 s, which could create a 10 s stable flame. The
igniter was ignited with the same O/F ratio as the engine. The igniter combustion chamber specifications
are summarized in Table 2. Fig. 2 (A) and (B) show
the spark system and the combustion chamber of the
igniter, respectively.
Table 2. Igniter specifications used for firing tests of GH2/GO2.
Parameter

Size (mm)

Throat diameter (Dt ign.)

12

Combustion chamber diameter (Dc ign.)

11

Combustion chamber length (Lc ign.)

9.9

Nozzle convergence length (Lcon. ign.)

1.9
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2.3. Instrumentation

Fig. 2 (A) Spark system of the igniter. 1: Coil, 2: Battery, and
3: Electrical circuit. (B) Igniter. 1: Location of spark system,
2: Fuel inlet to the igniter, 3: Oxygen inlet to the igniter, 4: Fuel
inlet to the injector of the engine, and 5: Oxygen inlet to the
injector of the engine.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The feeding
system is a pressure-fed type with three pressurized
tanks of hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. The hydrogen and oxygen gases were fuel and oxidizer gases,
respectively, and the nitrogen gas was employed as the
purging gas. Each tank was equipped with a regulator to adjust the outlet pressure. After passing through
the needle valve, the gas reached the solenoid valve,
which was controlled from the control room. The gas
streams pass through the flow meters, and before entering the injector, they pass through the check valves
to prevent the flow from returning to the pipeline. After each test, all hydrogen pipelines were purged by
nitrogen gas.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for GH2/GO2 firing tests.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Igniter Test
To certify the reliability of the spark ignition, it should

be examined separately. The rocket engine test was
conducted after ensuring the accuracy of the ignition
tests.
Three tests with mixing ratios of 3, 8, and 12 were
performed to ensure the integrity of igniter performance at different mixing ratios. In order to study the
repeatability of the igniter, ten successive combustion
tests were successfully performed at a mixing ratio of
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3 and a time interval of 5 s. The variations of the temperature of the thermometer on the body of the igniter

as a function of the time in the repeatability test of the
igniter are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Temperature of the thermometer on the body of the igniter vs. time in the repeatability test of the igniter.

3.2. Thrust Chamber Test
In this study, seven successful firing tests were accomplished. The results of the conducted tests and the
technical parameters of the thrust chamber are measured, evaluated, and summarized in Table 2. The effect of variation of combustion chamber pressure on
the performance parameters was considered at a constant O/F ratio (2.8) in the first three tests, while the
effect of various O/F ratios on the performance parameters was studied at a constant combustion chamber

pressure (800 kPa) for the rest of the tests.
The values of characteristic velocity and specific impulse listed in Table 3 were calculated by equations
(1) and (2), respectively. The amounts of thrust (F)
and combustion chamber pressure (Pc) were obtained
from firing tests.

C* =

Pc .At
m

Isp =

F
m .g

)1(
)2(

Table 3. Specifications of firing tests with the lab-scale hydrogenic engine.
O/F

Combustion
chamber pressure
(kPa)

Thrust
(N)

Specific
impulse (s)

38

2.8

2900

40

121.3

890

49

2.8

4200

61

137.2

973.7

61

83

2.8

8700

130

155

1096.8

41

43

84

1.0

8200

133

149.6

1203

22

65

87

2.9

8100

137

158.5

1274

6

14

71

85

5.0

8000

133

150.5

1201

7

9

74

83

8.8

8200

132

129.5

1032

Test
No.

Hydrogen flow
rate (g/s)

Oxygen flow
rate (g/s)

Total flow
rate (g/s)

1

10

28

2

13

36

3

22

4
5

As a sample, Fig. 5 shows the graph of combustion
chamber pressure and thrust vs. time for the test

number 4 from Table 3.

Characteristic
velocity (m/s)
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Fig. 5. Results of motor thrust and chamber pressure vs. time for test No. 4 from Table 3.

)1(

A delay time of about 1 s was observed between the
propellant, are also calculated by equations (5) and
start-up of the system and combustion for the firing
(6), respectively52.
tests of the engine. This delay time was due to the time
k −1


required for the values to open and the fuel to reach the
)5(
 P2  k 
1
2k RT 0 
=
1− 
I sp


spark system, mixing the fuel with oxygen, combusg k −1 M 
P
 1




tion of fuel and oxidizer, and thermometer response.
To determine the performance efficiency of the hykRT 0
P1At
drogenic motor, test results were compared with the
=
C*
=

m
 2 ( k +1) ( k −1) 
corresponding theoretical values of an ideal rocket

k 
)6(
performance calculated by the relevant basic thermo ( k + 1)

dynamic principles. According to the theoretical thermodynamic calculation and analysis, the ideal thrust
Where M is the average molecular weight of produced
was determined by the equation (3)52:
combustion gases, and T0 is the combustion chamber
)3(
temperature. Some of the parameters in these equations were calculated using the PROPEP1 software. So,
k
−
1
(
)
( k +1)

2
k 
k
1
−
(
)


2k  2 
1 − P2
 + (P − P )A
using the equations above, the ideal values of thrust,
F At P1
2
3
2


  P1 

k −1  k +1 
specific impulse, and characteristic velocity were cal

culated for the conditions mentioned in Table 2 for
every test. It is clear that specific impulse is a function
Where At is the throat area, A2 is the nozzle exit area,
of the ratio of specific heats k, the pressure ratio P1/
P1 is the combustion chamber pressure, P2 is the nozP2, and the ratio of the absolute nozzle entrance temzle exit pressure, P3 is the atmospheric pressure, and
perature to the molecular mass. T/M is an important
k is the specific heat ratio. The ratio of the throat area
factor in determining the mixture ratio of propellants.
to any downstream area could be defined as a funcIncreasing the exhaust gas temperature resulting from
tion of the ratio of specific heats and pressure ratio.
the increase in released energy of combustion would
Therefore, using equation (4), the pressure ratio can
influence the rocket performance. Also, decreasing
be determined at any specified amount of area ratio,
the molecular mass of the propellant obtained by
and vice versa52.
using the low molecular mass gases would have the
same effect on the rocket performance. In addition,
1
k −1
1


k
k
the characteristic velocity C* is a function of the comAt
k + 1   Px 
 k + 1  k −1  Px 

)4(
1− 






bustion chamber design and propellant features, while
Ax
k − 1   P1 
 2 
 P1 


it is independent of nozzle characteristics52.
The specific impulse and characteristic velocity,
which are the primary performance measures for the

1. Propellant Equilibrium Program
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The variation of thrust versus combustion chamber
pressure for both the experimental firing tests and theoretical data obtained from the above equations are
represented in Fig. 6(A). As could be observed, at a
certain mixture ratio (2.8), the ideal thrust calculated
from equation (1) varies linearly with respect to the
combustion chamber pressure. So, by increasing the
propellant flow rate in a constant mixture ratio, the
combustion chamber pressure would be increased, and
as a result, the thrust would be enhanced. Therefore,
the obtained linear relationship could be employed for
interpolating and determining the thrust value at any
given combustion chamber pressure. As shown in Fig.
6(A), the test results are consistent with the theoretical graph.
The experimental and theoretical variations of the specific impulse as a function of the combustion chamber
pressure are shown in Fig. 6(B). Fig. 6(B) shows the
relationship between specific impulse and combustion
chamber pressure. As can be seen, by enhancing the
combustion chamber pressure, the specific impulse
would be increased, which is in agreement with the
test results. Furthermore, Fig. 6(B) shows that the dependency of the specific impulse to Pc at higher pressures becomes sluggish. This can be justified by the
fact that at low pressures, the combustion efficiency is
low, and therefore the dependency of Isp to Pc is considerable. While at high pressures, the combustion is
completed, and thus the dependency of Isp to Pc is not

high.
Fig. 6(C) shows the plot of the specific impulse vs.
O/F ratio at constant combustion chamber pressure
(800 kPa). As demonstrated in Fig. 6(C), the experimental and theoretical specific impulse exhibited a
similar dependency on the O/F mixture ratio.
The mass flow rate ratio of oxidizer to fuel influences
the engine performance by affecting the combustion
chemistry, tank sizes, and weight14.
In the hydrogen/oxygen propulsion system, the
amount of mixture ratio should be determined so that
the maximum specific impulse can be achieved, which
results in obtaining the optimum performance49. Very
similar results were obtained by Song et al.7 for an
optimum amount of O/F mixture ratio. They reported
that the maximum amount of ideal specific impulse
was revealed in the O/F range of 2 to 3, and at both
higher and lower O/F values relative to the mentioned
range, the specific impulse was decreased.
Characteristic velocity determines a measure of the
combustion efficiency40. Fig. 6(D) shows the plot of
characteristic velocity vs. the O/F ratio at constant
combustion chamber pressure (800 kPa). This figure
shows that the plot of ideal and experimental results of
variations of C* vs. O/F passes through a maximum at
the O/F ratio of about 2.8 to 3. A similar dependence
on mixture ratio was observed for the specific impulse
in Fig. 6(C).

Fig. 6(A) Comparison of ideal and test thrust vs. combustion chamber pressure at a constant O/F (2.8). (B) Comparison of ideal
and test specific impulse vs. combustion chamber pressure at a constant O/F (2.8). (C) Comparison of ideal and experimental specific impulse vs. O/F ratio at a constant combustion chamber pressure (800 kPa). (D) Comparison of ideal and test characteristic
velocity vs. O/F ratio at a constant combustion chamber pressure (800 kPa).
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4. Conclusion
A laboratory-scale experimental setup for testing a
hydrogenic engine was established and successfully
utilized in this study. A spark igniter was successfully
used to ignite the propellants for the hydrogenic engine. Seven firing tests were conducted to examine
the performance integrity of the hydrogen rocket engine. The effects of the mixture ratio and combustion
chamber pressure on engine performance were investigated. The experimental tests showed that when the
combustion chamber pressure is increased, the performance parameters, such as thrust, specific impulse,
and characteristic velocity, are enhanced. The effect
of the O/F ratio on performance parameters at a constant combustion chamber pressure showed the maximum value of these parameters occurs at an O/F ratio
of about 2.8. The test results were consistent with the
ideal rocket relationships.

Nomenclature
At

throat area (m2)

A2

nozzle exit area (m2)

C*

characteristic velocity (m/s)

F

thrust (N)

Isp

specific impulse (s)

k

specific heat ratio (-)

m

propellant flow rate (kg/s)

M

average molecular weight of produced combustion gases (kg/kmol)

O/F

oxygen to fuel ratio (-)

P1

combustion chamber pressure (kPa)

P2

nozzle exit pressure (kPa)

P3

ambient pressure (kPa)

T0

combustion chamber temperature (K)
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